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VT Series VOLUMETRIC LEd (VTL) 
HIgH qUaLITy, HIgH pERfORManCE

fOR LEd aMbIEnT ILLUMInaTIOn 
VT Series LED from Lithonia Lighting® combines quality illumination, aesthetic 

design and advanced LED technology for today’s commercial interiors.
www.lithonia.com/VTLED
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VT Series LED is designed to make high quality LED volumetric 
lighting available for more interior spaces and more project budgets.

cost effective  
led solution for 

most projects

   plug-n-play 
dataport

   shallow 
plenum    volumetric

distribution    advanced 
LED technology

   architectural 
design

2vtl2 33l Adp eZ1 lp835 n100

series Air function lumens1 diffuser voltage driver3
color 
temperature controls options

2VTL2 2'x2' Recessed 
Volumetric 
LED Troffer 

(blank) Static 
H Heat 

removal

20L 2000 lumens 
33L 3300 lumens
40L 4000 lumens

ADP Acrylic 
linear 
prismatic 

(blank) MVOLT 
(120-
277V)

347 3472

EZ1 eldoLED, dims 
to 1%

EZB eldoLED, dim 
to black

EDB eldoLED, DALI4

EXB eldoLED, DMX/
RDM4

SLD Step-level 
dimming1

LP830 3000K
LP835 3500K
LP840 4000K
LP850 5000K

(blank) No controls
N80 nLight® with 80% lumen 

management
N80EMG nLight® with 80% lumen 

management. For use with 
generator-supply EM power

N100 nLight® without lumen 
management

N100EMG nLight® without lumen 
management. For use with 
generator-supply EM power

EL7L 700 
lumen 
battery 
pack

EL14 1400 
lumen 
battery 
pack

CP Chicago 
plenum

2VTL4 2’x4’ 
Recessed 
Volumetric 
LED Troffer  

(blank) Static 
H Heat 

removal

30L 3000 lumens

40L 4000 lumens
48L 4800 lumens
60L 6000 lumens
72L 7200 lumens

ordering informAtion* Lead times will vary depending on options selected. Consult with your sales representative. example: 2VTL2 33L ADP EZ1 LP835 N100

Notes: 1 Approximate lumen output.
 2 Consult factory for availability. 
  Not available with EL14 battery pack.

   eldoLED 
high-performance 
driver

VoLumETric iLLuminaTion
VT Series LED enhances the visual environment by creating a more uniform 
balance between task illuminance and spatial brightness. The resulting 
“volumetric” effect increases the perceived lighting level, improves visual 
comfort and reinforces a sense of occupant security and well-being. VT Series 
stylistically coordinates with all of our volumetric luminaires, offering a high-
quality, cost-effective digital solution for most projects.

HigHLy EfficiEnT LED SourcE
The benefits of ambient VT Series LED lighting are extraordinary compared to 
linear fluorescent and compact fluorescent lights (CFLs). With a 50,000-hour 
service life (twice that of fluorescents), this LED system can easily last more than 
a decade before requiring replacement. LED technology has clearly evolved 
beyond accent applications to deliver superior performance solutions — now 
becoming a viable alternative for general illumination of interior spaces.

SmarT + SimPLE conTroLS
VT Series LED smart luminaries are available enabled with nLight® technology. 
This plug-and-play functionality can be configured to extract additional 
energy savings on day one, via a unique lumen management compensation 
system. Smooth continuous dimming functions and individual fixture control 
are standard.

DesignLights Consortium® (DLC) qualified product. Not all versions of this product may be 
DLC qualified. Please check the DLC Qualified Products List at www.designlights.org/QPL to 
confirm which versions are qualified.

 3 Actual wattage may differ +/-5% when operating 
  between 120-277V +/-10%.
 4 Not available with N80, N80EMG, N100 or N100EMG
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